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Arabic calligraphy art

You are currently using an older browser and your experience may not be optimal. Consider upgrading. learn more. The artistic practice of calligraphy in basmal Islamic contexts in 18th-century Islamic calligraphy from the Ottoman region, Thuluth script Calligraphy Arabic Chinese Georgian
Indian Indian Korean Korean Mongolian Tibetan Tibetan Western vte Islamic calligraphy is an artistic practice of handwriting and calligraphy, in languages using the Arabic alphabet or letters derived from it. It includes Arabic, Persian, Ottoman, Afghan,[1][2][3] Pakistan[4] and Indian
calligraphy. [5] [6] It is known in Arabic as khatt Arabi ( يبرع طخ  ), which translates to Arabic line, design or construction. [7] The development of Islamic calligraphy is strongly linked to the Qur'an; chapters and exclamations from the Qur'an are a common and almost universal text on which
Islamic calligraphy is based. Although the Koran has not explicitly banned artistic depictions of humans and animals, paintings are traditionally limited in Islamic books to avoid idolatry. In the ancient world, however, artists would often circumvent this ban using threads of fine writing to
construct lines and images. Calligraphy was a valued art form, even as a moral good. The ancient Arabic proverb illustrates this point emphatically stating that Purity of Writing is the purity of the soul. However, Islamic calligraphy is not limited to strictly religious subjects, objects or spaces.
Like all Islamic art, it encompasses a diverse array of works created in a wide range of contexts. [9] The prevalence of calligraphy in Islamic art is not directly related to its non-figural tradition; instead, it reflects the centrality of the notion of writing and written text in Islam. [10] It is important,
for example, that the Islamic prophet Mohammed is associated with saying, The first thing God created was a pen. [11] Islamic calligraphy evolved from two main styles: Kufic and Naskh. There are several variations of each of them, as well as regionally specific styles. Arabic or Persian
calligraphy is also embedded in modern art, starting with the postcolonial period in the Middle East, as well as the newer style of calligraphyphite. Instruments and media The traditional instrument of Islamic calligrapher is qalam, a pencil usually made of dried reeds or bamboo. Ink is often
colored and selected so that its intensity can vary greatly, creating dynamism and movement in letter shapes. Some styles are often written using a pencil with a metal tip. Five main Arabic calligraphy italic styles: NaskhNasta'liqDiwaniThuluthReqa Islamic calligraphy can be applied to a
wide range of decorative media besides paper, such as tiles, containers, carpets and stone. [6] Before paper appeared, papyrus and parchment were used for writing. During the 9th century, the influx of paper from China revolutionized calligraphy. While In Europe, several dozen volumes
are precious, libraries in the Muslim world regularly contained hundreds and even thousands of books. [5]:218 For centuries, the art of writing has fulfilled a central iconographic function in Islamic art. [12] Although the academic tradition of Islamic calligraphy began in Baghdad, the centre of
the Islamic empire throughout much of its early history, it eventually spread as far away as India and Spain. The coins were another support for calligraphy. Starting in 692, the Islamic caliphate reformed the Coin of the Middle East by replacing Byzantium Christian images with Islamic
phrases inscribed in Arabic. This was especially true for dinars, i.e. high-value gold coins. In general, the coins were printed with quotes from the Qur'an. By the tenth century, the Persians, who had converted to Islam, began weaving inscriptions on silk with an elaborate pattern. So precious
were textiles with Arabic text that the Crusaders brought them to Europe as prized possessions. A notable example is the Suaire de Saint-Josse, which is used to wrap the bones of St Josse at St Josse-sur-Mer Abbey, near Caen in northwest France. [5]:223–5 Because Islamic calligraphy
is highly valued, most works follow examples set by well-established calligraphers, with the exception of secular or contemporary works. In the Islamic tradition, calligraphers received extensive training in three phases, including studying the models of their teachers, to obtain certification.
[11] Styles Kufic 9th century Qur'an, an early kufic example from the Abbasid Period Bowl with Kufic Calligraphy, 10. Brooklyn Museum Main Article: Kufic Kufic is the oldest form of Arabic script. The style emphasizes rigid and angular strokes, which appear as a modified form of the old
Nabataean script. [13] Archaic Kufi consisted of about 17 letters without diacritics or accents. During the 7th century, dicritic markings were added to help readers pronounce the Qur'an and other important documents, increasing the number of Arabic letters to 28 [14] Although some scholars
dispute this, Kufic's script was reportedly developed at the end of the 7th century in Kufa, Iraq, after which he takes his name. [15] The style later developed in several variants, including floral, phony, knitted or intertwined, mapped and square kufic. Due to its flat and neat style of letters,
Kufic is often used in decorative stone carving, as well as on coins. [16] This was the main scenario used to copy the Qur'an as of 8 October 1945. However, it continued to be used as a decorative element for contrasting superseding styles. [17] There were no kufic scenario usage rules set;
the only common feature are angular, linear shapes of the characters. Due to the lack of standardisation of early Kufica, the script varies greatly between regions, square and rigid shapes to floral and decorative. [18] Common varieties include [18] square Kufic, a technique known as
banna'i. [19] Contemporary calligraphy using this style is also popular in modern decorations. Decorative kufic inscriptions are often imitated in pseudo-kufics in Middle Age and Renaissance Europe. Pseudo-kufics is particularly common in Renaissance depictions of people from the High
Land. The exact reason for the inclusion of pseudo-Kufica is unclear. Westerners seem to have mistakenly linked 13th-14th-century Middle Eastern scripts to writing systems used in Jesus' day and thus considered it natural to represent early Christians in collaboration with them. [20] Naskh
Muhaqqaq scenario in the 14th century Qur'an from the Mamluk dynasty Main article: Naskh (scenario) The use of italic scripts coexisted with Kufic, and historically italics have typically been used for informal purposes. [21] With the rise of Islam, a new scenario was needed to match the
pace of conversion, and a well-defined italic called naskh first appeared in the 10th century. Naskh translated means copying, because it has become the standard for transcribing books and manuscripts. [22] The scenario is the most omniving among other styles used in the Qur'an, official
decrees and private correspondence. [23] This became the basis of the modern Arab press. Standardization of style was pioneered by Ibn Muqla (886 – 940 A.D.), and later expanded by Abu Hayan at-Tawhidi (died 1009). Ibn Muqla is highly regarded in Muslim sources about calligraphy as
the inventor of naskh style, although this seems to be wrong. Since Ibn Muqla wrote with a distinctly rounded hand, many scientists have drawn the conclusion that he founded this scenario. Ibn al-Bawwab, a student of Ibn Muql, is actually believed to have created this scenario. [22]
However, Ibn Muqla has established systemic rules and proportions for letter formatting, which use aliph as x-height. [24] The naskh variation includes: Thuluth was developed during the 10th century and later refined by Ahmad Tayyib Shah. The letters in this scenario have long vertical
lines with wide spacing. The name, meaning third, refers to x-height, which is one-third 'aliph.' [25] Reqa is a handwritten style derived from Naskh and thuluth, first appearing in the 10th century. The shape is simple with short strokes and small flowering. [26] Muhaqqaq is a magnificent style
used by successful calligraphers. It was considered one of the most beautiful scenarios, as well as one of the most difficult to execute. Muhaqqaq was commonly used during the Mamluk era, but its use became largely limited to short phrases, such as basmallah, from the 18th [27th]
Regional Styles of Nasta'liq calligraphy of a Persian poem by Mirko Emad Hassani, perhaps the most celebrated Persian calligrapher By spreading Islam, arabic script was established in a vast geographical area with many regions developing their own unique At the end of the 19th century,
other italic styles began to develop in Turkey, Persia and China. [23] Maghrebi scripts developed from Kufic letters in the Maghreb (North Africa) and al-Andalus (Iberia), Maghrebi scripts are traditionally written with a pointed tip ( ببذملا ملقلا  ), creating a line of even thickness. Within the
Maghreb family there are different styles, including italic mujawher and ceremonial mabsut. Sudanese scenarios developed in Biled as Sudan (West African Sahel) and can be considered a subcategory of maghreb scripts Diwani is a italic style of Arabic calligraphy developed during the rule
of the early Ottoman Turks in the 16th century. It was invented by Housam Roumi, and peaked in popularity under Süleyman I the Magnificent (1520–1566). [28] The spaces between the letters are often narrow, and the lines rise upwards from right to left. Larger variations called djals are
filled with dense dot decorations and dicritics in the space in between, giving it a compact look. Diwani is difficult to read and write because of his heavy stylization and has become an ideal scenario for writing court documents because he has ensured confidentiality and prevented forgery.
[18] Nasta'liq is a italic style originally designed to write Persian for literary and non-Qur'an works. [18] Nasta'liq is considered to be a later development of naskha and an earlier Ta'liq scenario used in Iran. [29] Very quickly gaining popularity as a scenario in South Asia. The name ta'liq
means hanging, and refers to the slightly slanted quality of lines of text in this script. The letters have short vertical strokes with wide and sweeping horizontal strokes. The shapes are deep, hook-like and have a high contrast. [18] A variant called Shikasteh was developed in the 17th century.
Sini is a style developed in China. The shape is greatly influenced by Chinese calligraphy, using a horsehair brush instead of a standard reed pencil. The famous modern calligrapher in this tradition is Hajji Noor Deen Mi Guangjiang. [30] Modern In the postcolonial era, artists working in
North Africa and the Middle East turned Arabic calligraphy into a modern art movement, known as the Hurufiyya movement. [31] Artists working in this style use calligraphy as a graphic element within contemporary works of art. [32] [33] The term, hurufiyya is derived from arabic term, harp
for letter. Traditionally, the term was in charge of Sufi's intellectual and eoteric meaning. [31] This is an explicit reference to a medieval teaching system involving political theology and lettrism. In this theology, the letters were considered primal insignia and manipulators of the cosmos. [34]
Hurufiyya artists combined Western artistic concepts with artistic identity and sensibility drawn from their own culture and heritage. These artists integrated Islamic visual traditions, in particular calligraphy, and elements of modern art into syncretic contemporary Although Hurufiyyah artists
struggled to find their own individual dialogue in the context of nationalism, they also worked on aesthetics that transcended national borders and represented a broader affiliation with Islamic identity. [31] Hurufiyy's artistic style as a movement most likely began in North Africa around 1955
[31] However, the use of calligraphy in modern works of art seems to have appeared independently in various Islamic States. Artists who worked in this were often unaware of the works of other hurufiyy artists, allowing different manifestations of style to appear in different regions. [36] In
Sudan, for example, works of art include both Islamic calligraphy and West African motifs. [37] Frere Hall Roof, Karachi, Pakistan, c. 1986. A mural by the artist, Sadequain Naqqash integrates elements of calligraphy into a modern work of art. Hurufiyya's art movement was not limited to
painters and included artists who worked in various media. [38] One example is jordanian ceramicist Mahmoud Taha, who combined the traditional aesthetics of calligraphy with skillful workmanding. [39] Although not related to the hurufiyya movement, contemporary artist Shirin Neshat
integrates Arabic text into her black and white photography, creating contrast and duality. In Iraq, the movement was known as Al Bu'd al Wahad (or One Dimension Group), [40] and in Iran, it was known as the Saqqa-Khaneh movement. Western art has influenced Arabic calligraphy in
other ways, with forms such as calligraffiti, which is the use of calligraphy in public art for political-social messages or for the decoration of public buildings and spaces. [41] Well-known Islamic calligraffiti artists include: Yazan Halwani active in Lebanon[42], el Seed working in France and
Tunisia, and Caiand A1one in Tehran. [43] Gallery Kufic Kufic screenplay in the 11th century Qur'an Maghrebi Kufic screenplay in the 9th or 10th century Blue Quran Square kufic tiles in Yazd, Iran under the icing terracotta bowl from the 11th century Nishapur Golden Dinar from 10th
century Syria Kufic calligraphy in Chota Imambara Naskh Muhaqqaq script in 15th century Qur'an from Turkey Muhaqqaq scenario in the 13th century scenario of Qur'an Naskh. , written thuluth and naskh script Thuluth script tile in Samarkand Calligraphy But decorating Aja Sofia Regional
varieties Moroccan Qur'an in mabsūt Maghrebi script surat Az-Zumar in Andalusi script, from the Nasrid period in Al-Andalus Surat Al-A'raf written in the Suqi script, named after Essouk Mushaf al-Hadina, from the Zirida period in Tunisia, in Kufic's 17th-century script Persian Nasta'liq script
Quran in sini script with Chinese translations Modern examples of Bismallah calligraphy. Muhammad's calligraphy Bismallah calligraphy An example of the zoomorf calligraphic flag of the Islamic Emirate of Afghanistan in 2001. Allah written in the form of a pigeon in Chota Imambara Craft
Instruments and the work of a student calligrapher of Islamic calligraphy performed by a Malay Muslim in Malaysia. Calligrapher does a rough sketch. List of calligraphers Some classic calligraphers: Medieval Ibn Muqla (d. 939/940) Ibn al-Bawwab (d. 1022) Fakhr-un-Nisa (12th century)
Yaqut al-Musta'simi (d. 1298) Mir Ali Tabrizi (14th –15th century) Ottoman era Shaykh Hamdullah (1436–1520) Hamid Aytaç (1891-82) Seyyid Kasim Gubari (d. 1624) Hâfiz Osman (1642–1642 1698) Mustafa Râkim (1757–1826) Mehmed Shevki Efendi (1829–1887) Additional information:
List of Ottoman calligraphers Contemporary Ali Adjalli (b. 1939), Iran Wijdan Ali (b. 1939), Jordan Hashem Muhammad al-Baghdadi in Iraq Hamid Aytaç Mohammad Hosni Syria Shakkir Hassan Al Sa'id (1925-2004) in Iraq Madiha Omar Iraqi-American Sadequain Naqqash (1930-87),
Pakistan Ibrahim el-Salahi (b. 1930), Sudan Mahmoud Taha (b. 1942), Jordan Charles Hossein Zenderoudi (b. 1937), Iran Abdulraouf Baydoun (b. 1956), Syria Mohamed Zakariya (b. , United States Hassan Massoudy (b. 1944), Iraq France Amir Kamal (b. 1972), Pakistan Uthman Tah (b.
1934), Syria See also illuminated manuscript of Islamic architecture Islamic Golden Age Islamic Museum of Islamic Miniature Islamic Ceramics turkish calligraphy Art ottoman Turkish calligraphy Sini (screenplay) Uthman Taha Ruqyah di Cirebon=References== ^ AFP , French News
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